
Enchanted

Start your very own magical collection 
with these cute mystical bottles. Once 
the bottle is capped you then hold the 
power of that item within.

Well not exactly, but that’s where a 
little imagination comes in. Glitter 
becomes fairy dust, confetti becomes 
scales... etc,  let your ideas run wild. 

Instructions found at 
oscn.nz/files/mysticalbottles.pdf

Paint up the back of a flat glass marble 
to mimic the look of a dragon’s eye, a 
few layers of acrylic and you’re done.

Instructions found at 
oscn.nz/files/dragoneyes.pdf

From the depths of the fire came the 
most marvellous of items... Dragons 
eggs.

These eggs are easy to make simply 
with a polystyrene shape and some 
carefully placed push pins. This craft 
can be done by most ages and look 
very effective. 
 
Instructions found at 
oscn.nz/files/dragoneggs.pdf

Even the smallest of mythical creatures 
needs a home. Make one of these and 
while you sleep fairies and elves will 
move in.

A  jar is all you need to get started, add 
some tape to form the mushroom top 
and then paint it up. 

Instructions found at 
oscn.nz/files/jarfairyhouse.pdfMystical Bottles Dragon Eggs

Fairy Flowers
Dragon Eyes

Jar Fairy House

These are great little additions to any 
magical landscape (especially the 
above fairy house).

Twisted wire is coated with a PVA 
glitter mix, it’s that simple.

Instructions found at 
oscn.nz/files/fairyflowers.pdf
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Corrugated Card

Reveal the layers to create this unique 
cardboard art. 

Use any design you wish to mark out 
the shape you want, then remove the 
top layer of the card to create depth 
and shadow. This craft can be a little 
harder than others so is better suited 
to a slightly older age of children.

Instructions found at 
oscn.nz/files/corrugatedart.pdf

Rome wasn’t built in a day... but your 
very own mini cardboard city can be. 
This is a great craft to do with groups, 
everyone can contribute their own 
buildings to help make the city.

All it takes is imagination, some 
cardboard and tape. Use the card to 
make simple rectangular shapes, cut 
out doors, add windows and any other 
additions then you’re done. 
 
Instructions found at 
oscn.nz/files/cardboardcities.pdf

What better way to frame a photo 
than with a real piece of art. 

Make a frame using corrugated card, 
then use the offcuts (and possibly 
more) to make curled patterns and 
designs. 
 
Instructions found at 
oscn.nz/files/curledframes.pdf

Corrugated Art Cardboard Cities

Faux Cactus

Curled Frames

Ever forget to water your plants? Well 
now you don’t have to. Try your hand 
at this cute little version of a faux 
cactus.

Create the shapes out of corrugated 
card, decorate them and then slot 
them together.
 
Instructions found at 
oscn.nz/files/fauxcactus.pdf

Links
Check out the OSCN craft 
page oscn.nz/activities   for 
more ideas

Check our pinterest page 
pinterest.nz/jooscn
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